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High Precision Multi-channel Analog Design

Twenty four bit analog to digital signal conversion provides remarkable accuracy
when digitizing processes in our analog world. The ability to sample multiple,
independent analog channels permits the digitization of our physical world on a
large scale. Achieving true channel accuracy means keeping channel-to-channel
signal cross talk, and self-generated channel noise to an absolute minimum.
Amplifier drift, differential signal quality, output offset, and amplifier input
current considerations all factor into design decisions. Careful circuit board
layout practice is the stroke that makes real. Orchid’s latest high precision multichannel analog conversion design provides superior analog to digital conversion
results.

Analog Electronics Sub-system Design

Careful selection of analog components requires experience. Input multiplexors,
input hold amplifiers, filter stages, gain stages, voltage references, and conversion
stages each must be considered. System design often requires making design
trade-offs. Bipolar amplification circuitry allows precision operation through the
zero crossing point. Attention to routing details isolates noise generators from
conversion circuitry. Common mode noise attenuation and virtual grounding
techniques correctly applied keep conversion input signal quality pure.

Sample assays produce multiple tests in
short time periods. Orchid’s multi-channel
precision analog conversion design makes
multi-point assay analysis possible.

ARM Cortex-M3 Embedded Processor

Conversion gain and input sequencing are controlled by an embedded ARM
processor. Output communications, conversion setup and programming are
updated dynamically. Conversion outputs are available in a variety of formats
including USB, Ethernet, CAN, HDLC, IIC, SPI, and UART.

Orchid Technologies: Custom Analog Design

The development of custom electronic products for our OEM clients is Orchid’s
entire business. The design of custom electronic products with rapid design cycles,
demanding technical requirements, and unforgiving schedules sets us apart. Call
Orchid Technologies today!

“Orchid Technologies came highly
recommended. We knew we needed
expert help in designing the analog
portion of our instrumentation.
Orchid’s initial breadboards looked
good, once built on real circuit boards,
the performance was outstanding.”
- Chief Scientist
PCR Instrumentation Equipment
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